σ
(g(T); ®) = g(σ(T; β)) -(g<>h)(ΣJ)
whenever the images h(x) and (g o Λ,)(X) are plane rectifiable continuous curves: see 3.2. The first equality in (1) (a, v) , where (α, v) is an arbitrary measure space. Suppose that p 09 p l9 p 2 are three distinct points in the closed interval [1, oo] , such that p 2 is between p 0 and p λ . Set p 0 = 2, and let T be a self-a joint bounded linear operator on L(2); its spectral resolution {λ -> m τ (\) } is here considered as a function of a real variable taking its values in [L (2) [L(pJ] , then (2) σ
(T; [L(2)]) = σ(T; [L(p 2 )]) .
For example, let L(p) be the sequence space l p : in [10, p. 355]' it is proved that Theorem I is satisfied when T is represented by the Hubert matrix n j = 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, Theorem I is also satisfied when T is the operator Δ defined on p. 335 of [10] .
(-oo, 0), 1 < p < &>. It should be noted that the conclusion (2) is false when T is the Legendre differential operator (see p. 89 in G.-C. Rota's paper [16] ); consequently, Theorem I shows, that {λ->m Γ (λ)} is-in this particular case-an unbounded function in the norm of [L(p) ] whenever p Φ 2.
U The main result* Again, let {%5 k : k = 0, 1, 2} be a family of Banach spaces whose intersection is dense in 33 fc for each k = 0,1, 2. We will write S3 0 < S3 2 < S8 X to indicate that 93 2 is an interpolation: space (in the sense of J.-L. Lions [15] (-co, co) 
i) Xzi σ(T; [33 O ]); is h is a continuous function such that the image h(X) is a plane rectifiable curve, then h(T)e[S8 2 ] and σ(h(T); [8J) = h(σ(T; [SBJ» = σ(h(T); [SB,]) .
Theorem III is proved in §4; since. T is scalar (i.e., "of scalar type" in the sense of Dunford [2] ), h(T) is defined as in [2, p. 343 2 The spectrum of a vector*valued function* Let M be a spectral (σ-additive) measure on R = (-co, co); the spectrum of M (see [6, p. 62] ) is a set A such that
Let m be a vector-valued function on R; we shall presently introduce a set Σm whose role will be to duplicate a theorem [6, p. 64] stating that the spectrum of M coincides with the spectrum of T; mutatis mutandis, since our case corresponds to Γ= [ λ dm(λ) = ί λ dm(λ) , although neither integral need exist under our assumptions. From a? < 2/ and «i < 2/ we see that there exists a number λ such that (7) a x < λ < y and α? < λ < j/ .
But (6)- (7) show that a ± <X < y < β u whence [λ, y] As we shall see, there exists a finite partition a 0 = x 0 < x λ < <x s+1 -δ 0 such that m{x n -^) = m(x n ) for n = 1, 2, , s + 1; therefore m(α 0 ) = m(δ 0 ), so that m is constant on G m (which had to be demonstrated). Accordingly, the forthcoming construction of such a partition will conclude the proof.
In view of 2.3, our hypothesis Ka U έ%> implies the existence of a finite family ^ such that Ka U ^ and (4). If x e K, then xeJ x for some J^e^; set J x = ]a x , β x [ and f(x) = min {/5 X , 6 0 }. Since α x < a? < /3 X and α 0 ^ a? ^ δ 0 , it follows that x g /(α?) and [x, f(x) [ c iί Π J Σ . Consequently, we infer from (4) that ( 9 ) m{x) = m{f{x)) .
Let H denote the set of all end-points of the members of ^. If f(x) < 6 0 , then f(x) = β x (since the only alternative is f(x) = δ 0 ); in view of the inequality x < β Xy it follows therefore that
Now to construct our partition. Define recursively a sequence (x n ) n as follows: x 0 -α 0 , x n = /(a? Λ _i) for n^l.
From (10) we see that {x n : x n < b 0 } is a subset of the finite set H, whence the existence of (11) x s = max {x n : x n < b 0 } . (11)), which contradicts the conclusion x s < f(x s ) = # 8+1 obtained from (10) and f(x s ) = x 8+1 < b 0 . Thus x s+1 = δ 0 , and mί&n-O = m(a? n ) (from (9)); the partition has all the required properties.
3* Spectral mapping theorems. Let X be a compact (i.e., closed and bounded) subinterval oϊ R = (-oo.oo), and let 3r x be the Banach algebra of all complex-valued functions g on R such that # vanishes outride of X, and such that g is of bounded variation on X. Note that & x is identifiable with the usual algebra of all functions having finite total variation on X. Throughout, μ is a continuous representation of the Banach algebra £p z into some Banach algebra @.
If BaR, then [B] will denote the characteristic function of the set B: (12) m(λ) = μ(β λ ) (when λ e J2) .
THEOREM. Let h be a continuous function with he & x . If σ(μ(h); ©) denotes the spectrum of μ(h), then
The proof is given in 3.10. It is easily seen that Σ m c X. If j 1 is the function defined by j\θ) = θ for ^el and vanishing outside of X, then (13) shows that (14) Σ m -σ(μ(fy, (g) .
Foias' paper [3] deals with a continuous representation of the functionspace C°°(R); Foias' formulae (1.2)-(1.3) (see [3] ) correspond to (13)-
.
With h as in 3.1, let g be a continuous function on the image h(X); if T = M^)> write #(T) = μ(goh).
A double application of 3.1 now shows easily that (15) tf(flr(Γ); S) = g(σ(T; E)) = {ff(A(ί»: ^ G ^m} , whenever the curve {g(h{θ))\ θ e X} is rectifiable. For an analogue of (15), see formula (28) in [13, p. 426 ].
Schaefer [14] considers the continuous representation μ~\h-> h-dM> of the algebra of bounded Baire functions (when M is a spectral measure); his Proposition 16 [14, p. 151] asserts that (15) holds for any continuous function g on σ(T; @); he presupposes that T = μ(h) for some h in the domain of μ.
3.3. ORIENTATION. The remainder of this section is devoted to the task of proving Theorem 3.1. To that effect, we begin by introducing some notation. here "analytic" is what is called "locally analytic" in [7] . The complement of p(a; 21) is the spectrum σ(a; 21).
If <βζ is the family of complex-valued functions on /ί = (-co,oo) such that g vanishes on R ~ X = {Θ e R: Θ £ X}, then
where V(g; X) is the total variation of g on X. Note that <^χ,
for θ e R; the zero-element and the identity-element are, respectively, the characteristic functions 
Moreover, the function Φ is analytic on ~ h(K).
Proof. Since K is compact, the continuity of h implies that h(K) is compact. The hypothesis λ e ~ h(K) implies the existence of some δ > 0 such that | λ -h(θ) | ^ δ whenever θ e K, whence the existence of some function / of bounded variation on K such that f{θ) (X -h{θ) 
X[K] -h\K\).φ{\) = [K] whenever \e~h(K).
Since
we see that
The proof is concluded by setting Φ(X) = μ(φ(X)) and nothing that the analyticity of Φ is implied by the continuity of μ (to see this, observe that Φ(X) has a power series expansion with coefficients in the subset £& κ of & x ).
LEMMA. If T = μ(h), then
Proof. If S is a subset of the complex plane C, denote by h^S the inverse image {x e X: h(x) e S}, and observe that
Let us admit for a moment that m is constant on h" x p{T\ Gf). The continuity of Λ implies that h^ρ(T; @) e ££ (see 2.2); from 2.4 (8) it therefore results that h^piT; (ϊ)cUΛ: consequently, Λ-UΛc -h-'piT; @) = h^-piT; ®) -fe-M? 7 ; ®), so that Λ-U Λ c ^"M? 7 ; ©). In view of 2.2(3), an application of (22) concludes the proof of (21).
It remains to show that m is constant on h~ιp(T; ©). To that effect, take an arbitrary nonvoid interval K -[a, b] such that (23)
Kah-'piT; C) in view of (20), it will be sufficient to prove that μK = O. 
From (23) and (22) it follows that h(K)cp(T;
@
HΛ) if whenever λe/θ(Γ;©)U ~h(K).
From (24) we see that ψ is defined on the complex plane C; since Φ and F are both analytic, ψ is an entire function. On the other hand, it is easily verifiable that O = lim F(X) (when |λ|->co); see [7, p. 125] . Consequently, ψ is an entire function such that O -lim ψ(X) (when | λ | -> oo), and Liouville's theorem [7, 3.13.2] shows that ψ(X) = O for every XeC. The desired property μK = O now results immediately from (25) and (26).
THEOREM. Let μ be a continuous representation of & x into some Banach algebra @, and let Σ m denote the spectrum of the function m defined as in (12). If h is a continuous function with h e J2& X , then (27) h(Σ Λ ) = σ(μ(h); ®)
Proof. Set Γ= μ(h), and take an arbitrary λe ~h(Σ n ). It will suffice to find a member Q of Gc such that (28) (λl-T)oQ = I;
indeed, (28) shows that -fc(I m )cp(T;(f), so that the conclusion (27) Let M be the family of all y e R such that iΓ(# = y) is an infinite set (by definition, K(g = #) is the set of all θ e K such that g(θ) = y). By means of the Banach indicatrix, it can be shown that M is a set of Lebesgue measure zero (see [12, p. 231] , k} , g = {ver: λ v < 0} , and 2> = {s 6 r: λ s > 0} we also write
K(g^ε) = {θeK: g(θ) < ε} ,
with a similar definition for K(g ^ ε). The following two identities are immediate consequences of the preceding considerations : (32) and (29) it therefore results that / = μB p ; since (ii) and (33) show that B p c K(g ^ ε), the conclusion 
the last equality comes from (35). By applying the operator μ to both sides of (36), we obtain that
setting Q = μ(f), a glance at (34) now establishes (28)-this concludes the proof.
4. Spectral permanence. When 2) and X are topological spaces, we write 2) < £ to indicate that 2) is a subset of 2 such that the identity-mapping of 2) into % is continuous. Let to see this, take % to be the space of measurable functions, and take D to be the linear space of simple functions.
We now prepare to state our main theorem. Let Te@ 0 be a scalar operator with σ(T; @ 0 ) c R = (-oo, co). The boundedness of T 7 insures the existence of a compact interval X containing the spectrum σ(T; 6? 0 ). Let M be the resolution of the identity for the operator T (see [2, p. 325] ). Theorem 4 in [14] states that 
The spectral resolution m is defined for any λ e R by the identity m(λ) = C7χ(-oo, λ); the function m is clearly a bounded mapping into @ 0 We suppose henceforth that m is a bounded mapping into G? l β In other words, there must exist a number k 0 > 0 such that SBx and U whenever j/efl and XeR.
THEOREM. If h is a continuous function with h e (38) φ(T); e 0 ) = h(Σ m ) -
The proof is given in 4.7.
Note that the relation Proof. The space G o consists of all complex-valued functions g on R having only simple discontinuities and such that | g(x + 0) | + I g(X -0) I < co whenever -co <Ξ; X < co and •-co < λ <Ξ; CO . The space W a consists of all g eG 0 such that
where « runs over all partitions -oo < z 0 < z ± < < ^w_ x < « n < co. The space W Λ is endowed with the norm {g ->\\g\\ + V a (g)} 9 where
Observe that G Q < &(X); as in 4.4, it is therefore readily inferred that U is a continuous mapping of G Q into G? o = [D, S5 0 ], Note that ϋf = Z7^ whenever / and # belong to &{X) and f = g almosteverywhere; thus, we have the situation enviseaged in [8, 1.11] . Consequently, from Theorem B in [8] we conclude that the operator is a continuous mapping of G τ -U {W a : τ < a ^ 1} into [D, 33 2 ] = Gf 2 ; since G τ is endowed with the inductive limit-topology, it follows that U is a continuous mapping of W a whenever τ < a ^ 1. In particular, C7 is a continuous mapping of TFx into (£ 2 : there exists a number c ί > 0 such that Since {gr-> ||#||+ V 1 {g)} is a norm of the subspace £& x of W lf it results that ?7 is a continuous linear mapping of 3f x into @ a . 4, 4.5 and 4.6 it follows that U is a continuous representation of ^x into G^; 3.10 therefore shows that σ(Uh; G^) = h(Σ m ). Since Λί is the resolution of the identity for Γ, we have that
Uh= \ h-dM=h(T).
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